**Coach Angered By Sluggishness of Crew**

Adopts Gentle Corrective Course of Action

Disgusted by the lack of vitality exhibited by the present crew, coach John Freehold has vowed to sell the whole lot at the first authorized crew market. The hapless oarsmen are currently following the floating restaurant on its way to Madagascar.

Master Freehold is very concerned with the health of his charges and has entrusted their feeding to food director Harold Down. Down, having the interest of the boys at heart, has on them a strict diet of beer and brisk, icy exercise. Any gripes have been effectively handled by the iron, but fair disciplines of Folkpenny.

At dusk, after a strenuous day of workouts, the weary boys are put to sleep on comfortable beds of nails. "Thumpens the alebri," P. Tasker, "nail captain." Captain Tasker sees to it that the fellows have a freshly sharpened set of nails daily. He is genuinely disturbed however by the nearly condition of the beds following the evening meals.

**Wishbone**

All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy. To combat this danger, the crew is holding special Classes every Friday and Saturday evening. The instruction is as far as one can obtain from Scoullate and Wellewed provide the opposition. It is not to report that these classes will claim any of the golden sucking of the vessel sweet enough to carry Pansy Bobberson overboard. Unable to swim because of the leg icons, used to keep him from taking too large steps during the dance, oarsman Fork sank dimly to the bottom.

Yale—2-Harvard 0

In terns, because of the loss of this valuable team asset, Coach Freedom has vowed to safeguard the rest of the crew. Tight security methods have been instituted by officer Bercer who has declared the ocean off limits to Tech. Officer Brewster is especially disturbed by reports that plans are under way to blockade the Pacific. It is interesting to note that the coach on Stanford's ship was eighty off as he established this most interesting shot. Stanley however, was happy to report that Newton's third law of motion still holds.

**New Physics Lab Program for Frosh; StudyGameOfPoker**

Physics professor J. Ungo Inward, in an effort partly to revive freshmen interest in the Sciences, has gained immense personal wealth for himself, has announced a revolutionary change in the freshmen program. From now on, the freak will undergo an extensive practical study of probability theory in combination with an introduction to some of the more subtle aspects of poker. America's second most popular indoor sport.

First, the students will learn each fundamental as converting the odds of drawing to an inside straight; then they will be introduced to second, third, and fourth; finally, the dealing from the bottom of the deck, palming an ace and slipping a special deck of cards into the game. Later in the lab program, Inward plans to bring in several psychologists to present lectures on the dynamics of bluffing and facial expression. Inward declares that these psychologists will be able to tell his "jive" how to max excite opponents for all they're worth. Indeed reinforced that he will make each student sign a contract giving him a ten percent cut of all winnings before letting them take the fishes. Looking optimistically into the future, Inward predicted that tomorrow's Course V grades will far surpass those of Course IV as the top money makers. The administration has made no official comment regarding tomorrow's new process, but Dean Pittance was overheard to remark wistfully that he wished that he had thought of it.

**Corporate U. Women Soundly Defeat Favorized Institute Malletmen 3-0**

A sweeping backhand shot through a sticky wicket gave Corporate University women a stunning victory over MIT this afternoon in the first and only intercollegial Cricket Championships. Miss Shirley Hornwell led the forging attack as she bunged a mean red ball all over the course. Miss Ronnie Harrison using the contemptuous hand grip, overturned the home squad very early in the match as she drove the ball through both starting wickets while whipping except for Buchawicz. However, the commanding lead was short lived as Tech's star bowler, Cool Stanley Favretham, made four consecutive wickets before falling on a difficult upright corner approach. It is interesting to note that the curator on Stanford's ship wrote the following note: 'Favretham however, was happy to report that Newton's third law of motion still holds.'

**Thinklish translation:** The appropriate word for this prank is Crossamous! Main reasons: 1. He's the only guy we know who sends mimeographed love letters. 2. He's the only guy who doesn't make advances when he runs out of gas (the girl's too busy pushing his car). Too thoughtless to buy his own cigarettes, this bird only dates girls who appreciate the honest taste of fine tobacco. "We always have something in common," he says. "Her Luckies!"

**How to make $25**

Take a word—ambition. For example, with it, you can make fake desire to succeed (ambition), act as ignorant (ambitus), the desire to study (maneur), to win at bridge (dilettante). That's Thinklish—and it's easy! We're paying $25 for the Thinklish words judged best—your

How to Find the genuine article

Get the genuine taste of a LUCKY STRIKE

Product of The American Tobacco Company — Tobacco is not merely taste